
 

ENGLISH (SBI CLASS 14 MAY 2019)

128.  The debate in India about (A)/ if we should 

join the BRI or 

 not (B)/ will probably be reignited on (C)/ the 

wake of its 

 new avatar (D). 

129.  The GST numbers have come as (A)/ a 

surprise to many experts as (B)/ the lacklustre 

economic activity in recent months (C)/ have 

impacted tax collections adversely (D). 

130.  The final month of this financial year has 

given (A)/ the government some reasons to 

cheer (B)/ as collections from the Goods and 

Services Tax in April (C)/ for economic 

activity in March scaled a new high (D). No 

error (E). 

131.  The incident of burning the pages of (A)/ the 

holy Guru Granth Sahib from ashes (B)/ came 

to light at around 4 am when (C)/ villagers 

were called to douse the flames.  

132.  Some believe that Nehru did not implement 

policies (A)/ meant for Dalits and the poors of 

other classes in the Constitution (B)/ as 

suggested by Dr B R Ambedkar who was the 

(C)/ then law minister of the country. 

133.  The Odisha government did a tremendous 

(A)/ job in minimising the immediate impact 

(B)/ of Cyclone Fani which made (C)/ landfall 

in Puri 10 days before (D).  

 

134.  According to the NSSO data for 2016-17 (A)/ 

that has just been released (B)/, many non-

government non-financial companies in (C)/ 

the services sector are not traceable. 

135.  Beside disaster relief workers and police (A)/, 

the state’s administration roped of (B)/ 

volunteers to evacuate millions of (C)/ people 

and take them to cyclone shelters (D). 

136.  According to a survey (A)/, peoples’ searches 

about food doubled (B)/ in 2018, and pizza 

topped the list (C)/, with biryani up there as 

well as (D). 

137.  Iran is under economic and political pressure 

(A)/ since President Donald Trump pulled the 

U.S. (B)/ out of the deal in 2018 (C)/, which 

can create farther issues (D). 

138.  It is not difficult believing that (A)/ sustained 

low produce throughout the year may (B)/ 

break the backs of farmers (C)/, leading it to 

cut down expenditure on crop (D). 

139. The terrorist attack at a hotel in Gwadar, the 

Balochistan port city (A)/ where China is 

investing heavy (B)/, is sure to have send (C)/ 

tremors in both Pakistan as well as China (D).  

140.  A disappoint CSK coach Stephen Fleming 

felt (A)/ that the run-out of skipper M.S. 

Dhoni (B)/ was momentary in the final game 

against Mumbai Indians (C) that the former 

lost by 1 run (D). 
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